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Executive Summary 

Last week we provided and alternative count –new impulse up- on the SPX/SPY, but the NDX already disproved this 

count on Monday and the NAZ followed suit on Thursday. This conundrum will resolve itself soon, and likely in favor 

of the tech sector.  

Last week we also mentioned “Major b could still continue higher after a smaller correction, without overlapping 

SPX1963, it would simple mean that intermediate c is turning into 5 waves up, not 3: anticipate, monitor, adjust. That 

would target around SPX2025. Given the strong momentum in the charts it’s entirely possible, though once again, 

market breadth suggest a strong turn is about to happen at any time.” This is exactly what happened, though in a 

very complex, tricky and hard to trade fashion. 

In addition, we wanted to start of with the fact that if it wasn’t for the last 8hrs of trading this week, the market 

would have ended down; only the last 8hrs of the past week were up. Unfortunatley, our “top call” intra-day email 

on February 26, two weeks ago, when the SPX topped at SPX1963, was wrong, but on Thursday the SPX was only 6p 

above that high. Not much gains over the past 2 weeks, if it wasn’t for those last 8hrs of trading in the cash market 

(the futures/overnight market added about 25-30% to those gains). Moving forward, we see major b top anywhere 

between SPX2025-2060, with an ideal target of SPX2025-2050. That’s as good as we can nail it for now. Certainly 

higher than we anticipated a few weeks ago, but those are simple targets based on standard retraces, the market 

then decides if it wants to fall short or extend. In this case it clearly did the latter 

All other charts are actually still tracking along, including the weekly SPX (now within our ideal SPX1995-2035 target 

zone on a weekly close basis), the weekly RUT (still unable to move back over long term support), market breadth 

(negatively diverging), VIX etc. The latter chart is setting up bullishly as it’s Bollinger bands are contracting; a large 

move is coming in VIX. Most likely up as it’s at only $16… 

Hence, based on the analyses of the charts this week, we cannot confirm a new impulse uptrend based on the 

disconnect in the NAZ and NDX on several levels violating basic Elliot Wave ground rules. Instead the charts 

currently tell us the uptrend is in its final stages. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Last week we stated “…which makes tracking and anticpating that much more difficult. This market makes it as tuff 

as it gets…” This week was no exeception and if it wasn’t for the last 8hrs of trading this week, the market would 

have ended down. In fact, only the last 8hrs of the past week were up. The SPX dropped to within 6p of the SXP1963 

high, made on February 26 (almost 2 weeks ago); the day we sent out an intra-day alert of a possible top. Indeed, 

our top call was thus in correct, but it took the market quite some time to make a significant advance.  

That said, the NAZ (and NDX) continue to lack an impulse structure up, unless we count (green) minor of (red) 

intermediate a (see Figure 1 below) as wave i, and then an irregular wave ii down to (red) intermediate b. (question 

marked). Possible, but the problem we then run into is that the advance off that low made February 24 to the high 

made March 4 is clearly 3 waves, and Thursday’s low overlapped with February 26’s high… Cont’d below. 

Figure 1. COMPQ 30min chart: Overlapping advance, c=a at 4760 

 

In summary, the NAZ cannot be counted as an impulse up, that simple. Moving on, we can see how price fell below 

the ascending uptrend line off the major a bottom on Tuesday March 8, and is now trying to get back inside. As such; 

what once was support may now act as resistance and it clearly is. In addition, price also fell below the upper 

ascending trendline connecting the February 17, February 22 and February 25th highs.  On Friday it stopped right at 

the underside of that line. Additional resistance. Lastly, we can see that the intermediate c=a extension (100% in 

red) sits at $4760, a mere few dollars below Friday’s close. 

 

In summary, we are simple not able to count the advance for the NAZ (and NDX) as 5 waves up. There are too 

many issues violating basic Elliot Wave rules. Price has fallen below trend line support and is trying to get back 

inside. Often that means a last wave, a final struggle of the market to regain the old uptrend. Resistance is at 

$4760 and $4800. 

  

i? 

ii? 
This cannot be wave 1, as 

Thursday low would have to be 

wave 4, and it overlapped, which 

is not allowed 

This cannot be wave 1 and 4, like on the 

SPX, see Figure 2, as they overlapped, 

which simple is not allowed.  
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As we showed last week, the SPY, however, can be counted as 5 waves up, and continues to track well as such a type 

of wave. This conundrum between the NAZ and SPX will be resolved one way or another soon. We have no overlap 

between (green) minor 1 and 4 (SPX1963, 1969, respectively), and price is thus now in minor 5. Price targets are SPY 

$203, $205 and $206 depending on extension of the 5th wave. This translates to SPX2030, 2050 and 2060. Note that 

should then conclude only 3 waves up: red intermediate i, ii, iii. A break of price below green 4 (SPX1969) will confirm 

that it indeed is not an impulse, but a b-wave trying to disguise itself as best it can as an impulse. 

Figure 2. SPY10min. Continues to count well internally as 5-wave advance. Targets: $203, $205, $206 
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Market update. 

With the market blasting through all resistance on Friday we need to look higher. Logical price targets are the 76.4% 

retraces of the prior down moves: SPX 2044, or SPX 2057 (See Figure 3). The former will fill the opening gap on 

January 4th and satisfy all needs for the market to roll over. This also fits with our aforementioned price targets on 

the SPY. The grey descending trend line thus comes then also into play. Note the none-ideal sell signal on the A.I. 

(red dotted line) never got confirmed and now we have another none-ideal buy signal (green dotted line; as none of 

the 3 TIs making up the  A.I. were <80); often the sign of a last leg up. Like in early November the top Bollinger Band 

is starting to point down, and the lower continues to move up. Cont’d next page.  

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. 76.4% retraces, trendline and 2044 gap fill next?! All are similar levels… . 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 
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Likely also signaling a final wave up. These bands can of course expand again at any time, like it did late October 

2015, if the market continues to advance much more strongly than we anticipate, but we can –again- only work with 

what we see. Price is now, however, back above the 200d SMA, which is bullish. Period. 

Zooming in on the SPX, the hourly chart shows, how price is still within the green uptrend channel, but dropped 

below the blue ascending line (like the NAZ) and appears to try to get back into it. The hourly RSI5 is still pointing up 

with no negative divergence, so we should expect continued upside. The red c/iii? Label is conform the SPY count 

and place at around SPX2040-2050. For now, the advance of red c/iii? Looks like a perfect 5 waves up with wave 5 

underway, which when it concludes should at a minimum cause a 50p pullback. 

Figure 4. SPX hourly chart. Price still in green trend channel 
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On Friday the S&P500 advanced 1.64%, but was up 1.11% for the week. This also underscores the fact that most 

gains were made in the last 8hrs of (cash) trading. We see the RSI5 getting close to overbought, price still within our 

ideal SPX1999-2035 (on a closing basis) target zone, and continued similar TI behavior between now and the 

September-November 2015 time frame. Nothing has changed so far, except that the weekly SAR is now below price 

signaling an intermediate term uptrend. Also in the fall of 2015, it wasn’t until mid-October when the SAR flipped 

from above to below price (green dotted vertical lines). On a closing basis, most of the gains were already made 

then. Hence, we expect the same now, which falls in line with the prior chart analyses, wave counts, etc. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart. Purple box is still ideal target (SPX1995-2035) 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Last week we showed the RUT, being right at trend line resistance, and this week it still is as it only advanced 0.52% 

(see Figure 6). To put that in perspective, the COMPQ advanced 0.67% this week, the NDX advance 0.76%, while the 

SPX advanced 1.11%, the DOW 1.21%, and the NYA 1.36% the past week, underscoring that more “oil-heavy” indices 

(SPY, DOW, NYA) did –not surprisingly- much better than no-oil related indices (RUS, NAZ, NDX).  

Figure 6. Rut weekly chart: lower highs, lower lows. Still retesting broken support as it only advanced 0.5% 

 

A break out on the RUS would still target $1225, but we continue to view this as less likely based on the prior analyses 

of the other charts and indices.  
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Market breadth 

SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) ended the week, again, firmly positive; more stocks are advancing than 

declining: short term bullish. However, negative divergence continues. A drop in breadth this coming Monday will 

only confirm the negative divergence; which means less and less stocks are participating in the advance, and will 

signal the beginning of the end. Note how breadth bounced off the blue trend line, just like it did late October 2015 

(black arrow). The market was close to a top then, which is in line with our prior assessment of the charts now. The 

Summation Index (SI) of the SPXMO (SPXSI) is now at 92, and over the past 10 years this meant in 9 out of 11 cases 

with readings >90 we can expect pullbacks to lower lows. Also this is in line with our prior assessment of the charts. 

Figure 7. SPXMO ended this week positive, but has slight negative divergence. SPX-SI reaching extreme overbought 

levels (~90): over the last 10 years 9 out of 11 case resulted in serious pullbacks. 
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Continuing with the extreme market breadth readings, NDXMO, is however not following along. Yes it also bounced 

back over its trend line and is still firmly positive, but the higher high in price on Friday was not confirmed by market 

breadth. Yes, of course, this can change on Monday with a massive breadth in surge, but in our opinion that’s less 

likely considering where the market is now based on our assessment of all the other charts.  

Figure 8. NDXMO positive but still negative divergence. Insert shows market performance after extreme breadth 
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Miscellaneous  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) continue to improve as price climbs 

higher but none are in full-blown bullish mode. Quarter-bullish at best. The LT chart is still 80% bearish. That’s all 

there is to it; still no full blown bullish charts. Not even close. 

Figure 9. LT-SMA chart remains bearish, but did improve  ST-SMA chart continues to improve, but still not fully 

 this week     bullish yet. Price stalled at dotted bench mark    

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 

Some improvement 
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VIX is once again back at the lower trend line for a 2nd time over the past 6 sessions. It held again. Now the Bollinger 

bands are seriously contracting foretelling a big(ger) move is coming. This will be good for VIX, bad for the markets. 

That simple. Compare with August and November 2015; similar set ups. 

Shown below the VIX-cart is the $CPCE chart (options only put/call ratio; which at extreme readings is a contrarian 

indicator), and it ended on Friday at 0.60: There are now almost only calls in place. Everybody is expecting more 

upside. These low readings over the past 6 months coincide with market tops both short and long term. Hence, also 

here the VIX and CPCE foretell us the odds favor a forthcoming corrections at the least. 

Figure 10. VIX daily chart: hit the lower trend line again, Bollinger Bands contracting: big(ger) move coming.  
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